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The Brand
Manual is
essentially a set
of rules that
explain how our
brand works.
Brand guidelines are flexible enough for our community
to be creative, but rigid enough to keep the brand easily
recognizable. Consistency is key, especially because we
are extending the brand across multiple platforms.
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Brand Statement

The core values define the company’s strengths and
how it needs to behave to achieve its vision.

UNDERSTANDING VALUE

Brand Statement

Too often, designers orient
messaging around what
THEY believe to be the most
important features of their
community, instead of
looking into what’s actually
important to citizens. Take
the time to understand your
community and their values,
then align your messaging
accordingly.

In a state know for history, our past is one that no other community can claim. Woodstock
was settled by Germans and named by George Washington himself. From the Fighting
Parson of the American Revolution to the oldest courthouse west of the Blue Ridge; From
the Valley Turnpike connecting the villages of the Shenandoah to the Folk Art “Swiss Guard”
who has stood watch over our town since 1795, our stories have a frontier grit blended with
a colonial grace unique only to Woodstock.
Nestled on the banks of the North Fork in the shadow of Massanutten, Woodstock has
remained a natural gathering place for over 250 years. The Seven Bends of the Shenandoah
provide a lush landscape of rich farmland and charming countryside as it slowly winds its
way through the land. The views from atop the Woodstock Tower are unequalled,
particularly as the sun paints the valley in bright colors as its sets behind the backdrop of the
Alleghany Mountains. Around every turn of the mountain road or bend in the North Fork, a
new postcard picture emerges as Woodstock is revealed as the Star of the Shenandoah.
Woodstock is a welcoming community, where visitors are met with friendly faces who love
to share our many tales. As they come into town, they quickly discover a place that is both
vibrant and quaint, where they can enjoy a craft beer at our downtown brewery, watch the
passerbys as they sit in our amazing cafe, swap tips on gardening at our destination nursery,
decorate their home and discover the perfect gift for friends, or step back in time at our local
pharmacy & soda fountain.
Even better, they learn that Woodstock is a basecamp for nature and outdoor adventure.
From kayaking the Shenandoah River or hang-gliding the Valley, to biking and skiing at our
local adventure resort, we have something for everyone. Those less daring can simply enjoy
a scenic drive through the picturesque countryside as they taste wines from our local
vineyards. We continue to grow our outdoor resources as the vision of Seven Bends State
Park and future rail trail are being crafted.
Most importantly, Woodstock is an authentic place that sets the standard
for “hometown”. Whether born and raised here or a relative newcomer,
young family or retiree, what has drawn us here is the Woodstock lifestyle - one defined by a
slower pace of life, where you get to exhale, escaping the hustle and bustle, all while
enjoying the beauty of the Shenandoah Valley. People quickly get connected here, and
become part of our vision of history, community, respect for nature and outdoors, and
vibrant quality of life.
We invite you to explore this amazing place we call home
Woodstock, Virginia: Many Bends, Perfect Break.
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Brand Message
LOGLINE
Your logline should give people
an idea of what you offer and
provide some sort of hook to
stimulate interest. For
example, “a boutique
PR agency that specializes in
launching hot emerging tech
companies” or “an accounting
firm that deals exclusively with
small-business audits.”
Once you’ve got your logline,
go back through your
marketing copy and make sure
these simple messages come
through loud and
clear. You can also use the
logline itself in your marketing
materials, on your web site and
social media properties, and in
conversations with customers
and prospects.

The primary message used to express the brand
promise. This reflects the desired position of the brand.

Woodstock,
Virginia:

Many Bends,
Perfect Break.

Seven Bends
Swiss Guard Shenandoah
Small Town
Caring, Warm, Connected
Gateway to the Outdoors
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Logo

A. LOGOMARK
logomark is an identifying
mark or symbol that doesn’t
contain the business name.
hink of the ike swoosh’,
hell, WW , ercedes or
didas.

Your community already has a personality. The job of
the brand is to preserve that personality while helping
the community to realize its vision of its future.
A

B. WORDMARK
wordmark refers to words
or the name of a business
that is designed in a s ecial
way. am les include
interest, e ay or oogle.
C. LOGO
he logo is the combination
of the logomark and
logoty e along with the
tagline to gra hically convey
the identity of the
community.

C

B
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Logo Variants
LOGO USAGE
As much as possible, the
color you choose should
set you apart, work with
your industry and image,
and tie to your brand
promise. It should also take
into account color
psychology, which is fairly
complex. Colors can mean
different things depending
on the culture, situation
and industry.

Choosing the right dominant color for your brand is
crucial. This color should appear on all your materials,
including your logo and signage.
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Logo Sizing

A logo lockup refers to the formalized position/
relationship of the brand’s logo (symbol) and its
wordmark (logotype).

MINIMUM SIZE
When smaller than about 3/4
of an inch, most logos
become ineffective. It doesn’t
mean you can’t make them
smaller, you just have to
know the rule before you
break the rule.

3/4”
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Logo Spacing
WHAT IS CLEARSPACE
The area that surrounds the
logo is as important as the
logo itself. The minimum
area of A, known as “clear
space,” provides breathing
room to the logo and
eliminates visual clutter
(text, graphic elements or
other logos) that can
compete with logo legibility
– thereby diminishing the
effectiveness of the logo.
There is no magic amount of
space but you must consider
the appropriate amount
based on the area the logo is
being displayed.

The area that surrounds the logo known as “clear space”
is as important as the logo itself.

A
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Color Palette

Color choices are used to differentiate items, create
depth, add emphasis, and help organize information.

COLOR THEORY

Color Swatches

Every time a consumer
interacts with a brand, an
opportunity exists for the
company to influence their
audiences’ perceptions.
It is up to the marketer to
decipher which design and
colors will influence the
consumer to purchase. By
educating oneself on the
psychology behind color
theory, marketers can
further tap into branding
techniques and better
connect with their market,
leading to a stronger brandconsumer relationship and
increased profit.

Almost 90% of people’s assessment on products or
services is based on colors alone. Due to colors’ strong
influence on moods and feelings, their association
with products can influence our attitudes and affect
purchasing power towards brands.
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Typography

IT'S VISUAL
Typography is the visual
component of the
written word.
Text is any combination of
letters, numbers, or other
characters. Text stays the
same no mat ter how it’s
rendered. Consider the
sentence “I like pizza.” I can
print that text on a piece of
paper, or read it aloud, or save
it in a file on my laptop. It’ll be
the same text, just rendered
dif ferent ways—visually,
audibly, digitally.
But when “I like pizza” is
printed, typography gets in
volved. All visually displayed
text involves typography—
whether it’s on paper, a
computer screen, or a
billboard.
Don’t infer from the billboard
example that typography is
another word for font. Fonts
are part of typography, but
typography goes beyond
fonts.
www.practicaltypography.co
m/what-is-typography.html

Typography plays a crucial role in the design of your
brand identity. The typography in your logo can be as
impactful as a graphic.

Do not think
of type as
something
that should
be merely
readable. It
should be
beautiful.
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Primary Typeface

Ne a ust Sans lack

Typography plays a crucial role in the design of your
brand identity. The typography in your logo can be as
impactful as a graphic.

H
NE

CDEF
H K
NO
ST
W
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Secondary Typeface

aydon rush

OPQRSTUVWXYZ
g
g
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6.1
Logo Contact Sheet

File Format Guide

File Type: Encapsulated PostScript
Category: Vector Image Files

All graphic files might not work on your computer,
but that does not mean that the file is corrupted or
that there is something wrong with your machine.
These files address all of the normal uses that a
community implemented design would require.
Always make sure to inform vendors that these
different file formats are available.

PDF

JPG

EPS

File Description: PostScript (.PS) file that may
contain vector graphics, bitmap images, and text;
includes an embedded preview image in bitmap
format; often used for transferring between
different operating systems.
Program(s) that open eps files:
	

Apple Preview, Adobe Illustrator,
Acrobat, Photoshop, or QuarkXpress

Windows

CorelDRAW, Adobe Illustrator,
Acrobat, Photoshop, QuarkXpress

File Type: Portable Document Format

File Type: Adobe Illustrator File

Category: Page Layout Files

Category: Vector Image Files

File Description: Cross-platform document created by
Adobe Acrobat or a program with the Acrobat plug-in;
commonly used for
e-mail attachments or for saving publications in a
standard format for viewing on mulitple computers;
usually created from another document instead of
from scratch.

AI

File Description: Vector image file created by Adobe
Illustrator; composed of paths, or lines connected by
points, instead of bitmap data; may include objects,
color, and text; often referred to as a Illustrator
drawing. Illustrator documents can be opened with
Photoshop, but the image will be rasterized, meaning
it will be converted from a vector image to a bitmap.

Program(s) that open pdf files:

Program(s) that open ai files:

Mac OS

Adobe Reader to view (free), Adobe
Acrobat to edit (commercial), Apple
Preview

	

Adobe Illustrator, Acrobat, Reader,
Adobe Photoshop (rasterized), Apple
Preview

Windows

Adobe Reader to view (free),
Adobe Acrobat to edit
(commercial), Brava! Reader

Windows

Adobe Illustrator, Acrobat, Reader,
Adobe Photoshop (rasterized)

File Type: JPEG Image File

File Type: PNG Image File

Category: Raster Image Files

Category: Raster Image Files

File Description: Compressed graphic
format standardized by the JPEG (Joint
Photographic Experts Group) group;
commonly used for storing digital photos
since the format supports up to 24-bit
color; also a common format for publishing
Web graphics; compressed using lossy
compression, which may noticeably reduce
the image quality if a high amount of
compression is used.

PNG

File Description: Portable Network Graphics
(PNG) is a raster graphics file format that
supports lossless data compression. PNG
supports palette-based images, grayscale
images (with or without alpha channel), &
full-color non-palette-based RGB images
(with or without alpha channel). PNG was
designed for transferring images on the
Internet, not for professional-quality print
graphics, & therefore does not support
non-RGB color spaces such as CMYK.

In Microsoft Office, you can place EPS or PDF files that support transparency by going to the “Insert” menu and
selecting “Photo>Picture from File...” This will ensure your files are using the highest resolution graphics for output.
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Copyright Transfer Statement
Ben Muldrow as the agent for Arnett Muldrow & Associates,
located at 316 West Stone Avenue, Greenville, SC, the owner
of Copyright for this presented design(s) hereby grants a full
copyright license transfer to Woodstock, Virginia, Here to
utilize the following designs as the new owner sees fit to do so.
For the purpose of Community Branding.
This license, attested to by the parties effectively immediately
shall serve as notice and agreement between the parties and
may not be changed without written permission from the
Arnett Muldrow & Associates. Arnett Muldrow & Associates
retains the right to use the created material to self market and
self promote.
This signed agreement also includes the transfer of rights to
any variations of the logo previously agreed and supplied as
part of the initial proposal.
Example of these variations could include : multiple color
versions, size and dimensional variations – landscape and
portrait, reversed out versions, social media profile images,
favicon etc.

Arnett Muldrow & Associates
864.233.0950
ArnettMuldrow.com
316 West Stone Avenue
Greenville, SC 29609
Is there anything missing on this Copyright Transfer Form
that was previously agreed? Let me know before accepting
this statement. It is critical the information shared here is
understood and accepted in whole.

